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Executive Summary 

Purpose 

Background 

The federal government imposes a gas guzzler excise tax on manufactur
ers and importers of fuel inefficient vehicles. The tax was enacted to 
encourage the development, manufacture, and importation of fuel effi
cient cars. The tax generated $39.8 million in fiscal year 1985 and 
$147.7 million in fiscal year 1986. 

GAG conducted this review to (1) measure taxpayers' compliance; 
(2) evaluate ms efforts to enforce the tax; and (3) identify methods, if 
appropriate, for improving taxpayer compliance. 

The gas guzzler excise tax, enacted in 1978, applies to domestic and 
imported cars manufactured after 1979 that weigh 6,000 pounds or less 
and do not satisfy specified miles-per-gallon ratings. The one-time tax 
varies from $200 to $3,850 per vehicle depending on the miles-per-gal
lon of the vehicle and the year of manufacture. 

The Internal Revenue Service (iRS) administers and enforces the tax. 
Manufactiwers and importers are liable for the tax when they sell, lease, 
or use the vehicles. 

I'':: 
m 
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With few exceptions, only certain European manufactured cars were 
affected by the tax during the November 1983 tlirough November 1984 
importation period GAG reviewed. This period contained the latest avail
able data at the time of GAG'S review. Other foreign imports and domes
tic cars were exempt based on fuel efficiency, weight, or special uses 
such as law enforcement. Accordingly, GAG'S review focused primarily 
on the imported European car market. 

The import market consists primarily of factory authorized importers 
and independent or "gray market" importers. The independent market, 
in contrast with the small nimiber of factory authorized Importers, con
sists of thousands of companies and individuals. This market has 
Increased from about 2,400 cars in 1980 to 66,900 in 1985, according to 
the Department of Transportation (DOT). However, given the declining 
strength of the dollar in the foreign market, only 16,500 gray market 
vehicles entered the United States during the first half of 1986. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) performs mileage tests on 
prototype vehicles of domestic manufacturers and factory authorized 
importers, EPA annually provides IRS with a listing of the vehicle iiiakes 
and models that it rates as gas guzzlers. Although EPA does not perform 
or require these tests on all independently imported cars, ms issued (1) a 
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ruling to clarify the applicability of the tax to independent importers of 
gas guzzlers and (2) procedures for determining the amount of tax liabil
ity relating to vehicles without EPA ascribed mileage ratings. 

Vehicles manufactured for the foreign market but imported through the 
independent market must generally be altered to meet EPA'S emission 
and DOT'S safety standards. The U.S. Customs Service advises indepen
dent importers of the EPA and DOT requirements in its pamphlet on 
importing a car but makes no mention of the gas guzzler tax. 

To help ensure that importers bring the vehicles into conformance with 
U.S. standards. Customs notifies DOT and EPA that the vehicles were 
imported and requires the importers to post a bond. If Customs has not 
heard from DOT or EPA within a year after a vehicle was imported. Cus
toms will release the importer's bond on the assumption that the vehicle 
has met the safety and emissions standards. 

To measure compliance with the gas guzzler tax, GAG randomly sampled 
independent imports brought in through ports in four Customs districts 
from November 1983 through November 1984. According to DOT data, 
the four districts—Houston-Galveston, Los Angeles, New York City, and 
Tampa—accounted for about 80 percent of the independent imports 
from November 1983 through November 1984. In addition, GAG also 
determined whether factory authorized importers had paid gas guzzler 
taxes. 

GAG'S sample of independent importers bringing in nonconforming vehi
cles through four Customs districts showed that less than 1 percent of 
those GAG believed were liable paid the gas guzzler tax. On the basis of 
its sample, GAG projects that noncompliance in those districts resulted in 
lost tax revenue of over $6 million. Conversely, most of the factory 
authorized importers were paying the gas guzzler tax. (See p. 18.) 

IRS believes that the revenue lost through noncompliance with the tax by 
independent importers is a problem, and has undertaken or plans a 
number of actions to improve compliance. Although these steps are in 
the right direction, GAG believes that additional ms actions are needed 
because ms' actions may not reduce noncompliance. Also, when or if ms 
district offices independently decide to initiate enforcement efforts, they 
may encounter enforcement problems. (See p. 23.) 
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Taxpayer Noncompliance Of the 729 independent importers GAG sampled, 723 (99 percent) were 
apparently delinquent in paying the gas guzzler tax on the 2,753 auto
mobiles they imported from November 1983 through November 1984. 
The six compliant independent importers brought in 50 of the 2,803 
vehicles included in GAG'S sample. Projecting the results to the 2,458 
independent importers bringing in fuel inefficient cars through the four 
sampled districts, GAG estimates that between $6.0 million and $6.4 mil
lion in taxes were not paid. (See pp. 19 and 20.) 

m 
w 

IRS Actions Needed ms believes the primary reasons independent importers were not paying 
the tax, besides intentional tax evasion, were that (1) many liable 
importers were unaware of the tax and (2) some importers, who were 
aware of it, did not believe the tax had been effectuated with regard to 
their nonconforming vehicles. Although ms had no program designed to 
advise importers of the tax, it had taken some actions to enforce the tax, 
including clarifying the applicability of the tax to independent importers 
through a revenue ruling and procedures. (See pp. 20 to 23.) 

It 

i. 
i . ,.., _..._, 
il Kecammendations 

ms' actions, however, may not reduce the gas guzzler tax noncompliance. 
District offices will have the discretion to decide whether and, if so, to 
what extent, they will establish an enforcement presence. Further, those 
districts that do initiate enforcement efforts may encounter difficulties 
because they cannot readily determine who is liable for the tax, when 
the tax liability is actually inciurred and what amount of tax is owed. 
GAG believes that IRS needs to (1) identify and resolve problems the dis
tricts encounter in enforcing the tax, (2) communicate solutions and 
effective enforcement approaches on a Service-wide level, and 
(3) satisfy itself that the levels of district office enforcement efforts are 
appropriate. (See pp. 25 to 27.) 

To promote voluntary compliance through increased taxpayer aware
ness, GAG recommends that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
arrange for Customs to include an explanation of the gas guzzler tax in 
the pamphlet Customs gives to independent importers. (See p. 28.) 

To enhance the Service's efforts to improve compliap'e with the gas 
guzzler tax and assure itself that the levels of district office enforcement 
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Executive Summary 
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efforts are appropriate, GAG recommends that the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue: 

monitor district office enforcement efforts, and identify enforcement 
problems as well as effective enforcement approaches, and 
communicate, Service-wide, information on effective enforcement 
approaches and actions needed to solve identified problems. (See p. 28.) 

I Matters for 
I Consideration by 
I Congress 

Because some additional iRS resources or a reallocation of existing 
resources may be needed to increase compUance with the gas guzzler 
tax, and because significant resources could be involved in identifying 
and following up with numerous importers who owe small tax amo\mts, 
GAG identified two alternatives Congress could consider for collecting 
the tax more efficiently. Since Customs already has involvement with 
independent importers. Congress could require that independent import
ers pay the taxes at the time of importation. (See p. 29.) Alternatively, 
Congress could require that Customs not release an importer's bond 
until the importer provides proof of the tax payment. (See p. 31.) 

M • 

t 
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Agency Comments 

Although either alternative would provide for a more efficient tax col
lection method, each would also generate concerns by Customs and tax
payers. Both alternatives would require independent importers to pay 
the tax before it is presently due. If they are taxed sooner than factory 
authorized importers or domestic manufacturers, the issue of fairness 
will likely surface. Customs is not in favor of assuming the additional 
responsibilities under either of the alternatives. (See pp. 29 to 31.) 

ms agreed with GAG'S recommendation to develop language on the gas 
guzzler tax for inclusion in the pamphlet that Customs provides to inde
pendent importers, ms also agreed with the thrust of GAG'S recommenda
tions concerning monitoring of enforcement efforts and noted that 
procedures are already in place to accomplish the goals suggested by 
GAG. IRS did not comment on the matters for Congress' consideration. 

The Automobile Importers Compliance Association provided oral com
ments restating its position that the tax had not been effectuated with 
regard to independent importers and that, in any event, most of its 
members would not be liable for the tax. (See p. 23.) GAG requested, but 
did not receive, comments on a draft of this report from Treasury and 
Customs. 
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Chapter 1 
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The federal government imposes a gas guzzler excise tax on manufactur
ers and importers of automobiles manufactured after 1979 that fail to 
meet specified miles per gallon ratings. The tax (26 U.S.C. 4064) was 
enacted as part of the Energy Tax Act of 1978 to encourage the develop
ment, manufacture, and importation of fuel efficient cars. With few 
exceptions, only certain European manufactured vehicles were identi
fied as gas guzzlers during the November 1983 through November 1984 
importation period we reviewed, thereby subjecting the importers to the 
tax. Other foreign imports and domestic cars were exempt based on fuel 
efficiency, weight, or special uses such as law enforcement. 

The Internal Revenue Service (ms) is responsible for administering and 
enforcing the tax and first issued implementing regulations in 1980. ms 
collected $39.8 million and $147.7 million in gas guzzler tax revenue 
during fiscal years 1985 and 1986, respectively. The increase in 1986 
collections was due primarily to an increase in the tax and the introduc
tion of additional vehicles, including domestic, that were classified as 
gas guzzlers. 

The two major categories of imported vehicles are those 

built to meet U.S. standards and imported by original equipment manu
facturers or their distributors and 
not built to meet U.S. standards and imported by independent importers. 

f": 

m 
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According to the American International Automobile Dealers Associa
tion, original equipment manufacturers or their distributors—^which for 
simplicity we will refer to as factory authorized importers—imported 
about 2.4 million cars in 1984 of which 530,000 were European made. 
Vehicles entered through the independent market (also referred to as 
the "gray market") amounted to about 66,900 in 1985 as reported by 
the Department of Transportation (DOT)—a marked increase from the 
2,400 imported in 1980. During the first half of calendar year 1986, 
about 15,600 vehicles entered the United States through th? indepen
dent market. Industry forecasts are that, given the declining strength of 
the U.S. dollar in the foreign market, the downward trend will continue. 

The independent market is comprised of thousands of individuals and 
companies that purchase foreign made cars (primarily European made) 
and import them into the United States for their own use, resale, or for 
lease. These vehicles must generally be brought into compliance with 
U.S. emission and safety standards. 

î 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

The popularity of the independent market is due primarily to two rea
sons. First, the difference between the European and U.S. sales prices 
provides an economic incentive to the importer and the ultimate pur
chaser. According to a trade representative for independent importers, 
automobiles can be purchased overseas for substantially less than the 
price charged by factory authorized dealers in the United States. And, 
although an importer incurs expenses for transportation and altering 
each vehicle to satisfy U.S. emission and safety standards, importers 
and their customers still find the independent market economically 
advantageous. Second, some foreign manufactured "exotic" cars are not 
sold by factory authorized importers and, therefore, are only available 
through the independent market. 

How the Tax Is 
Administered 

The gas guzzler tax applies to vehicles weighing 6,000 pounds gross 
weight or less that do not achieve minimum mileage standards. The law 
exempts some vehicles including certain emergency vehicles such as 
ambulances and hearses, and vehicles used for federal, state, and local 
law enforcement. The one-time tax varies from $200 to $3,850 per vehi
cle, depending on the year of manufacture and the vehicle's fuel econ
omy. Each year through 1986 the minimum mileage standard that cars 
must meet to not be considered gas guzzlers has increased, as has the 
maximum tax applicable for each model year. A table showing the taxes 
by model year and miles-per-gallon ratings is presented in appendix I. 

Manufacturers and importers liable for the tax are required to file their 
tax returns and pay the appropriate amounts to designated ms service 
centers. Form 720, "Quarterly Federal Excise Tax Return" and Form 
6197, "Gas Guzzler Tax" are used to file the tax. The tax liability is 
incurred when the vehicle is sold, leased, or used on the highway. Thus, 
the tax liability is not generally established at the time a vehicle is man
ufactured or imported. 

The Energy Tax Act requires the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to measure the fuel economy of vehicles, to the extent practicable, 
in cot\iunction with emissions tests conducted under the Clean Air Act of 
1970, as amended, EPA'S emissions and fuel economy testing are con
ducted on prototypes submitted by domestic manufacturers and factory 
authorized importers. The fuel economy test results in a weighted aver
age miles-per-gallon rating for each make and model. The weighted aver
age is based on 55 percent urban and 45 percent highway miles-per-
gallon. EPA annually reports its findings on fuel economy to ms. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

For imported vehicles not manufactured for the American market (i.e., 
nonconforming vehicles), EPA does not have a comparable prototype 
testing procedure because it considers each nonconforming vehicle to be 
unique. Unlike domestic and factory authorized vehicles, two otherwise 
identical imported nonconforming vehicles may be brought into con
formance with U.S. emission standards using different procedures. In 
terms of fuel economy, therefore, they may differ between themselves 
as well as any prototype counterparts. 

i-

Is 
i -
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EPA does require that independent importers have their vehicles tested 
to ensure that they conform with U.S. emissions standards. However, 
EPA does not explicitly require independent importers to incur the addi
tional expense of obtaining a fuel economy test for their vehicles 
because, according to EPA, the fuel economy test is a requirement of its 
certification process (i.e., testing of prototype vehicles) which indepen
dent importers are not required to meet.' 

The lack of an ERA ascribed mileage rating for nonconforming vehicles 
caused some independent importers to believe they were not subject to 
the gas guzzler tax. To clarify the applicability of the tax, ms issued in 
February 1986 a Revenue Ruling (Rev. Rul. 86-20,1986-1 C.B. 319) and 
a Revenue Procediu-e (Rev. Proc. 86-9,1986-1 C.B. 530). Basically, the 
revenue ruling says that the tax applies to independent importers of cer
tain vehicles manufactured after 1979 and the revenue procedure sets 
forth guidelines for importers to compute gas guzzler tax liability for 
automobiles imported without a fuel economy rating ascribed by E;PA. In 
January 1987, ms issued Revenue Procedure 87-10 (Rev. Proc. 87-10, 
1987-4, IRB 29 p. 29) which provided additional guidance for determin
ing the tax liability for nonconforming vehicles. (See ch. 2 for a more 
detailed explanation of the ruling and procedures.) 

i 
KM 

mi 

Other Federal 
Involvement in the 
Independent Import 
Market 

mK 

In addition to ms' administration and enforcement of the gas guzzler tax, 
other federal agencies play a role with respect to the independent mar
ket. The U.S. Customs Service (Customs) collects the duties on imported 
cars and acts as an intermediary for EPA and DOT to ensure that imported 
nonconforming vehicles are brought into compliance with U.S. emission 
and safety standards. Importers are required to file with Customs DOT 

'However, EPA has drafted proposed rules which would establish a certification-based progrun 
applicable to independent importers. One of the requirements of this program would be a fuel econ
omy test. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Form HS-7, "Importation of Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equip
ment Subject to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards" and EPA Form 
3520-1, "Importation of Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Engines Sub
ject to Federal Air Pollution Control Regulations." Customs forwards the 
forms to DOT and EPA, thus notifying these agencies that the nonconform
ing vehicles have been imported. Importers are supposed to bring their 
vehicles into emission and safety compliance within 90 and 120 days 
respectively, although extensions are allowed. 

The Clean Air Act of 1970, as amended, requires that every domestically 
manufactured and imported motor vehicle comply with emission stan
dards that are applicable to the model year in wlUch the vehicle was 
manufactured. Domestic manufacturers and factory authorized import-
era are required to submit to EPA prototypes of vehicles they wish to sell 
in the U.S. These prototypes are tested by EPA at the Office of Mobile 
Sources in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to ensure that they meet the emission 
standards. In addition to the emission testing conducted on the proto
types, EPA also measures the urban and highway miles-per-gallon for 
each vehicle and calculates a combined mileage rating. 

t-

it-
IT 
IS' 

Wii-

On the other hand, independent importers who import nonconforming 
vehicles are not required to submit prototypes for emission testing, EPA 
does require that nonconforming vehicles be brought into conformance 
with U.S. emission standards^ by one of two methods, i.e., (1) conversion 
or (2) modification and testing. Conversion is the process of installing 
emission controls so that an automobile conforms in all material respects 
to an automobile already certified for sale in the United States. Alterna
tively, a vehicle can be modified by installation of emission control com
ponents and then individually tested at an EPA recognized laboratory to 
demonstrate emission compliance.̂  As part of this emissions test proce
dure done by the laboratory, an urban mileage rating is determined. 
However, the highway rating is not determined because this rating is 
linked to EPA'S certification process which independent importers of non
conforming vehicles are not required to imdergo. Therefore, unlike pro
totype vehicles, no combined mileage rating is normally obtained for 
converted or modified nonconforming vehicles unless the importer 

^EPA allows a one-time exemption from this requirement to first time individual importers of noncon
forming vehicles that are at least 5 model years old. The individual importer granted this exempiion 
cannot resell the vehicle for 2 years after importation unless it is brought into conformance with VS. 
emission requirements. 

^Modifiers can also submit prototype vehicles to EP/ 's testing center to obtain certification of their 
emission compliance process. Aftier modifiers obtain certification, vehicles modified under their 
processes are not required to be tested for emission compliance. 
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chooses to arrange for and pay for the additional testing to determine 
the highway rating. In the case of converted vehicles, however, ms 
assumes that they achieve the same combined mileage rating as a com
parable prototype. 

According to EPA, most independent importers use the modification and 
testing method to bring an automobile into compliance, EPA reviews mod
ification and emission test results provided by the laboratory and noti
fies Customs if the automobile meets U.S. standards. 

m p 

i l 
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The National Trstffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, as amended, 
(15 U.S.C. 1391 et seq.), requires that all motor vehicles manufactured 
for use in the United States conform to the applicable safety standards. 
Domestic and foreign manufacturers must certify that their vehicles 
meet the applicable vehicle safety standards, DOT reviews the informa
tion provided by the domestic and foreign manufacturers to substantiate 
conformance. 

Similarly, nonconforming vehicles must satisfy all standards applicable 
to the vehicle's year of manufacture. For example, a 1980 car imported 
in 1986 must satisfy all standards in effect for the 1980 model year. 
When DOT receives notification from Customs that a nonconforming 
vehicle has been imported into the United States, it sends the importer 
an information package which discusses the safety requirements that 
must be met to bring the vehicle into conformity. DOT reviews the vehicle 
safety information provided by the importer to substantiate conform
ance and notifies Customs when the automobile has satisfied U.S. 
standards. 

Customs requires importers to post a bond to insure that the importers 
bring the vehicles into conformance with U.S. emission and safei^ stan
dards, and generally does not release the bond until it receives ng^fica-
tion from DOT and EPA that (1) the vehicle conforms to U.S. standaiib or 
(2) Customs should seek the return of the vehicle for ocport or degfruc-
tion, or it should assess penalties in cases where the vehicles do not con
form to U.S. standards. If Customs has not heard from DOT or EPA #ithin 
a year after the vehicle was imported. Customs will release the 
importer's bond on the assumption that the vehicle has met the safety 
and emission standards. 

The manner in which EPA, DOT, and Customs carry out their i ̂ _„ ̂  _ . 
responsibilities regarding the importation of nonconfomdng vdiiti^ is 

1̂ 
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Chhpter 1 
Introduction 

r̂  

discussed in our report entitled Auto Safety and Emissions: No Assur
ance That Imported Gray Market Vehicles Meet Federal Standards (GAO/ 
RCED^7-29, Dec. 11,1986). 

f *;. 

Objectives, Scope, and 
Methodology 

Our objectives were to (1) measure taxpayers' compliance with the gas 
guzzler tax, (2) evaluate ms' efforts to enforce the tax, focusing primar
ily on whether all liable taxpayers were being identified and assessed, 
and (3) identify methods, if appropriate, to strengthen enforcement. 

We focused on the imported car market because virtually all domestic 
vehicles were exempt from the tax based on fuel efficiency, gross 
weight, off-road, or special uses. 

We reviewed IRS' policies, procedures, and practices for administering 
the gas guzzler excise tax and analyzed tax payment records. We inter
viewed or corresp<mded with officials at the following locations: 

( 1 

1 ' " . -1 

• I , • 

IRS, DOT, EPA, and Customs headquarters in Washington, D.C; 
ms' National Computer Center in Martinsburg, West Virginia; 
ms district offices in Houston, Texas; Los Angeles, California; Brooklyn 
and Manhattan, New York; Newark, New Jersey; and Jacksonville, 
Florida; 
Customs district offices in Houston, Texas; Los Angeles, California; Neŵ  
York, New York; and Tampa, Florida; and 
EPA'S Office of Mobile Sources in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

To measure inde[)endent importers' compliance with the gas guzzler tax, 
we randomly sampled independent imports from November 1983 
through November 1984 and determined if tax payments were made. 
The import data was the most current available at the time we started 
our review in September 1985. In our sample, we included indepen
dently imported cars entering the U.S. through ports in the four Cus
toms districts with the highest volumes of independent imports: 
Houston-Galveston, Los Angeles, New York, and Tampa. According to 
DOT, these Customs districts accounted for about SO percent of all inde
pendent imports from November 1983 through November 1984. the 
detailed sampling methodology is presented in appendix II. 

To measure factory authorized importers' compliance with the gas guz
zler tax, we determined if tax payments were made by importers of fuel 
inefficient vehicles for model years 1983,1984, and 1985. We obtained 
from EPA a listing of fuel inefficient imported cars based on its mileage 

"i 
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testing of prototypes submitted by factory authorized importers. Based 
on EPA testing, 11 factory authorized importers brought in fuel ineffi
cient vehicles sometime during 1983,1984, or 1985. We then compared 
the names of the 11 factory authorized importers to ms' tax payment 
records for the quarterly periods ending December 1983 through June 
1985 to determine whether the importers paid gas guzzler taxes. 

We interviewed trade representatives for independent importers and 
officials of factory authorized importers to obtain their views on the 
enforcement of the gas guzzler tax. We also contacted state vehicle regis
tration agencies in California, Florida, New Jersey, New York, and 
Texas to determine whether sampled independently imported vehicles 
had been registered in those states. The Customs districts included in 
our study are located in these states. 

fflj:--

i 
Our review was conducted between Septemljer 1985 and May 1986, and 
was performed in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards, except as noted in the following discussion of sam
ple limitations. 

i^ample Limitations 

I: 
B 
KJ-V; 

• ( 

We did not contact the importers to determine whether the conditions 
had been met which would subject them to the tax— t̂hat is, whether the 
importers had sold, leased, or used the vehicles. We did, however, con
tact five state vehicle registration agencies to determine if a subsample 
of the vehicles had been registered. Where registration information was 
not available, we reviewed Customs importation records to determine if 
the DOT and EPA requirements had been satisfied and the importers* 
bonds had been released indicating tliat the vehicles were likely to have 
been sold, leased, or used. As explained in detail in appendix n, 179 of 
the 186 vehicles in our subsample, where a determination could be 
made, had been registered or the importer's bond had been released. 
Given this and the period of time between when the vehicles were 
imported and when our compliance study was conducted—at least 18 
months—we believe it is reasonable to assume that the vehicle would 
have been brought uxto conformance with U.S. emission and safety stan
dards and sold, leased, or used. 

Also, we took a conservative approach in estimating lost revenue asjspd-
ated with our gas guzzler tax compliance sample. According to ms' reye 
nue ruling and procedure, if an independent importer imported tlieiuine 
make and model as an EPA-tested and certified prototype and converted 
the vehicle so it conformed in all material respects to the prototype, tax 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

liability was based on the fuel economy rating of the certified prototype. 
However, according to the revenue ruling and procedure in place at the 
time of our review, vehicles brought into compliance using the modifica
tion and testing method were presumed to have no comparable vehicles 
available for establishing combined mileage ratings. In such cases, the 
vehicles were considered to be within the lowest fuel economy rating* 
thereby subjecting the importers to the maximum tax.̂  

m, m 

k-;':;. 

Because information was not readily available and a labor-intensive 
review of files would have been necessary to determine whether the 
vehicles were converted or modified, we assumed that all imported cars 
that were the same make and model as EPA-tested and certified proto
types were converted and achieved the same mileage as the comparable 
prototype. That is, we assumed the importers were not subject to the 
maximum tax unless the factory authorized importer of the comparable 
prototype was also subject to the maximum tax. 

If 
i: 
i 

Finally, in developing our sampling universe, we did not include import
ers of nonconforming vehicles if they imported the same makes and 
models as those tested and determined by EPA to have a mileage rating 
that did not subject the importer to the gas guzzler tax. However, 
according to ms' revenue ruling and procedure, which was Issued after 
we selected our sample of imports, independent importers of the vehi
cles we excluded may have been subject to the gas guzzler tax depending 
on the method used to meet U.S. emission standards. 

m-

EK 

W^kW^^^^MMS^MMisM ^ii i l i i 

Împortera may elect to have their vehicles tested to eataUish more favorable ftiel eoonoiny ratingB. 

''After complctkai of our Add work, OS issued Rev. Pixic 87-10 whiiA explains that the liHtepEndent 
importer b aUowcd to rebut the IRS inresumption that there is m> oomparable vehicle by jnovi^^ 
ahennate urtaknce to the District Director. Eadi dlstria has the discretint to aocqit or Rdect the 
evidence provided. 
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Chapter 2 

IRS Should Do More to Address Noncompliance 
With the Gas Guzzler Ebcdse Tax 

Millions of dollars in federal revenue are not being collected due to non
compliance with the gas guzzler excise tax. Our sample of gas guzzler 
vehicles imported through ports in four Customs' districts from Novem
ber 1983 through November 1984 showed that less than 1 percent of the 
independent importers paid the gas guzzler tax. Our projection of the 
sample results showed that between $6.0 million and $6.4 million in tax 
revenue was not collected on the vehicles entering through the four dis
tricts. On the other hand, our study of all 11 of the factory authorized 
importers of model year 1983,1984, and 1985 fuel inefficient vehicles 
showed that 9 were paying gas guzzler taxes and 2 were not. 

I':-

li 
I 

ms has undertaken or plans a number of actions to improve compliance 
by independent importers. Although these steps are in the right direc
tion, these actions may or may not address the noncompliance problem. 
District offices independently decide whether and, if so, to what extent 
to initiate enforcement efforts. And those that do may encounter diffi
culties in mounting cost effective enforcement programs primarily 
because data is not readily available for determining when an indepen
dent importer's tax liability is actually incurred, who is actually liable, 
and what amount of tax is owed. Given the above, along with the 
existing level of noncompliance, we believe that ms needs to be in a posi
tion to identify what actions are or are not being taken to improve com
pliance and to satisfy itself that the levels of district office enforcement 
efforts are appropriate and enforcement issues and problems are 
resolved. 

I 

ms should also take additional action to foster voluntary compliance. 
The independent import market is comprised of thousands of individu
als and companies, ms believes that many of these importers are vma-
ware of the gas guzzler tax, but it currently has no program aimed at 
increasing taxpayer awareness. 

if est Factory 
Authorized Importers 
Do Not Appear to Pose 
a Compliance Problem 

Compliance with the gas guzzler tax by factory authorized importers is 
considerably higher than compliance by independent importers. Our 
compliance study showed that 9 of the 11 importers of model year 1983, 
1984, and 1985 fuel inefficient cars had paid gas guzzler taxes.' We 
could not find tax payment records for the other two factory authorized 
importers. 

k 1 ' - i ••'ji 

m. 

iitmlifrfiT I t 

'We did not detennine whether the nine importers had paid the appropriate amount of tax. To do so 
would tiave required us to contact the companies and review their books and records relating to the 
sale of specific vehicles. 
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Chapter 2 
ntS Should Do More to Address 
Noncompliance With the Gaa Guoler 
Excise Tax 

To measure compliance with the tax, we first obtained EPA listings of 
imported fuel inefficient vehicles for model years 1983 through 1985. 
The listings were compiled by EPA based upon its testing of prototypes 
submitted by factory authorized importers. Using the EPA listings, we 
identified the 11 factory authorized importers subject to the tax. Not all 
of the 11 were liable for the tax for all tax periods iv iewed. Our analy
sis of the EPA listing showed that (1) some importers brought in fuel inef
ficient vehicles in some years but not others; and (2) one ini^orter 
brought in fuel inefficient vehicles for only part of 1 year. 

i-

After identifying the 11 factory authorized importers liable for the tax, 
based on EPA prototype testing, we then reviewed ms' tax payment 
records for the quarterly tax period ending December 1983 through the 
period ending June 1986 to detennine whether the factory authorized 
importers had paid gas guzzler taxes. Table 2.1 shows the gas guzzler 
taxes paid by the factory authorized importers for the quarterly period 
ending December 1983 through the period ending June 1985. 

fit 

! • 

Table 2.1: Gas Guzzler Excise Tax 
Payments by Factory Authorized 
Importers 

Few Independent 
Importers Are Paying 
the Gas Guzzler Tax 

Quarterly tax period ending 
December 1983 
March 1984 

June 1984 
September 1984 
December 1984 
March 1985 
June 1985 

Number Of 
factory 

authorized 
importers 

filing returns 
6 
6 
7 
7 

9 
7 
7 

Amount paM 
$2,194,450 
2.777.300 

3.177.250 
4.374.600 

12.182.600 
11.243.200 
11.381.650 

Our sample of independent importers showed that less than 1 percent 
had paid the gas guzzler tax. Of the 729 sampled importers that brought 
in 2,803 fuel inefficient vehicles through four Customs' districts from 
November 1983 through November 1984,723 that imported 2,753 vehi
cles were apparently delinquent in paying the tax. Table 2.2 shows the 
results of our compliance sample. 
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Chapter 2 
ntS Should Do More to Address 
Noncompliance With the Gaa Guzzler 
Excise Tax 

Table 2.2: Compliance by Sampled 
Independent importers 

m 

Custom districts 
Houston-Galveston 

Los Angeles 
New York 
Tampa 

Totals 

NunAerof 
independent 

Importers 
585 

1.075 
605 
193 

2.458 

Number of . 
importers 
sampled 

209 

223 
186 
111 

729 

Sampled importers 
Apparently 

Compliant* delinquent 
0 209 
4 219 
2 184 
0 111 
6 723 

V̂We assumed an importer to tx compliant if a return was filed and any amount of tax was remitted (see 
sampling methodology in app II) 

We did not contact the importers to verify that they had in fact sold, 
leased, or used the imported vehicles and thereby incurred the tax liabil
ity. However, as explained in greater detail in appendix II, we followed 
up on a sample of 142 of the 723 apparently delinquent importers and 
found indications that most were liable for the tax. 

Assuming the 723 importers who did not pay were liable for the tax, we 
estimate that the government lost about $3.6 million in gas guzzler tax 
revenue. Projecting the sample results to the total number of indepen
dent importers using the ports in the four Customs districts during the 
same time period, we estimate that the government lost between $6.0 
million and $6.4 million in gas guzzler tax revenue. These four ports 
accounted for about 80 percent of the independent imports from Novem
ber 1983 through November 1984. Due to our sampling methodology, we 
cannot statistically project our results to the Customs districts that were 
not included in our study. 

m 
Why Are Liable 
litdependeiit Importers 
ISot Paying the Gas 
Guzzler Tax? 

Our study indicates two possible reasons why independent importers 
were not paying the tax. First, according to IRS, besides intentional tax 
evasion, most independent importers are individuals and small compa
nies, and may therefore be unaware of the tax. Second, some indepen
dent importers who were aware of the tax did not pay because they did 
not believe the tax applied to them. 

M: Independent Importers 
| f ay Not Be Aware of the 

IfTax 

Many liable independent importers may be unaware of the gas guzzler 
tax flling requirement and therefore do not pay. ms officials believe this 
to be a reason for noncompliance with the tax, pointing out that a large 
number of the vehicle importers are individuals and small companies 
who are less likely to be familiar with excise tax Hling requirements. We 

' 
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Cliapter 2 
IBS Sliottld Do More to Address 
NoncompUance With the Gaa Gumler 
Excise Tax 

agree and believe that informing importers of their potential liability 
would help foster better voluntary compliance with the tax. 

I 

i 

m 

Although ms believes that many liable importers are unaware of the gas 
guzzler tax and therefore do not pay, it has no program specifically 
designed to increase taxpayer awareness. We believe a practical and 
effective way to advise importers of their liabiUty would be to arrange 
for Customs to provide importers with information on the gas guzzler 
tax. Customs has direct contact with all independent importers aî d gen
erally provides them with a pamphlet entitled, "Importing a Car" (Cus
toms Publication 620). The pamphlet explains the DOT and EPA 
requirements importers must satisfy but does not mention the gas guz
zler tax. Customs ofHcials told us they would be willing to assist IRS by 
providing an advisory notice about the gas guzzler tax as long as the 
notice referred importers to nts for any questions or clarification. 

During fiscal year 1987 Senate Appropriations Committee Hearings, the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue was asked why ms had not requested 
Customs' assistance in notifying independent importers of the gas guz
zler tax. The Commissioner said that ms had not requested Customs' 
assistance because "only a small portion of the total number of import
ers would potentially be subject to the gas guzzler excise tax " While 
it may be true that only a small portion of all importers would be liable 
for the tax, an ;;dvisory notice need not be given to all importers. 
Rather, we believe the notice could be directed at independent importers 
by including the notice in the information pamphlet Customs gives to 
prospective importers of nonconforming vehicles. 

II Some Independent 
Importers Believed the 
Tax Law Was Not 
Effectuated 

According to industry and some ms officials, many independent import
ers were not paying the tax t}ecause they did not believe that it applied 
to them. This belief was articulated by the Automobile Importers Com
pliance Association (AICA) in petitions to ms stating that the tax law had 
not been effectuated with regard to independent importers. AiGAmon-
bers are involved in the importation, modification, and testing 0f̂  inde
pendently imported cars. Recently, however, AICA'S Executive ilFector 
said that in view of the expense associated with further challî iigî , and 
discussions with ms which indicate that in most cases the tax biiiiden 
would not be borne by the AICA member, AICA is not considering fUrther 
actions on behalf of its members. 

w 
On March 21,1985, the AICA submitted a petition to ms stating that the 
gas guzzler tax, with regard to ̂ dependent importers, had not b^n 
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effectuated and, therefore, no basis existed for assessing the tax. AICA 

maintained that iRS' 1980 regulations implementing the tax made no pro
vision for determining tax liability for independent importers. Instead, 
the regulations addressed calculating tax liability based on ERA proto
type testing. Further, AICA maintained that because combined mileage 
ratings are needed to determine tax liability but are not developed by 
EPA for nonconforming vehicles, the tax should not apply. 

ms issued Revenue Ruling 86-20 and Revenue Procedure 86-9, dated 
February 18,1986, to clarify the applicability of the gas guzzler tax to 
independent importers. Shortly thereafter, on March 18,1986, iRS 
responded to AICA'S petition sajring the Service did not agree with AICA'S 

position and referred AICA to its recently issued ruling and procedure for 
calculating tax liability. The ruling says that an importer who brings in 
an automobile without a fuel economy rating assigned by the ERA is nev
ertheless subject to the gas guzzler tax. It also says that "it would be 
impractical... for ERA to ascribe a fuel economy rating to all imported 
nonconforming automobiles...." 

On May 12,1986, AICA again petitioned IRS and requested a reevaluation 
of Revenue Ruling 86-20. AICA further requested that ms apply the tax 
liability prospectively rather than retroactively. 

% • 

II 

After AICA submitted its petition to iRS, other actions took place which 
could have a bearing on ms' efforts to enforce the tax on independent 
importers. First, in the report accompanjdng ms' Fiscal Year 1987 Con
tinuing Appropriations Resolution, House Joint Resolution 738, the 
House and Senate conferees expressed a belief that iRS should examine 
the cost-effectiveness of any effort to collect the gas guzzler tax retroac
tively. Second, on July 28,1986, and October 31,1986, Senator Rudman 
wrote to ms expressing concerns about whether the gas guzzler tax has 
been fully implemented in the case of independent importers and 
whether it would be cost-effective for ms to retroactively collect the tax. 

§;î  On December 29,1986, ms formally responded to both Senator Rud-
man's ^etters and AICA'S second petition saying that independent import
ers are subject to the tax and that the tax would be assessed 
retroactively. In the letter to Senator Rudman, ms also said that his con
cerns about the cost-effectiveness of retroactive collections had been 
forwarded to the Examination division for appropriate actions. 

•3 
'M 
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Noncompliance With the Gas Guzzler 
Excise Tax 

P i 

In April 1987, we received oral comments from AICA'S Executive Director 
on portions of a draft of this report. In addition to clarifying our under
standing of AICA'S position as outlined above, we discussed AICA'S plans 
in view of ms' denial of the latest petition. According to the Executive 
Director, no further actions are planned on behalf of the membership 
because it would be too expensive to pursue the matter any further. 
Also, the Executive Director believes that AICA members will not be lia
ble for the gas guzzler tax on most of their independent imports. He said 
discussions Avith ms suggest that the person who caused a vehicle to be 
imported is the one who is liable for the tax. Therefore, if the indepen
dent importer brought in a fuel inefficient vehicle at the request of a 
client, then the client is actually the importer and liable for the tax. 
According to the Executive Director, this type of situation accounts for 
about 75 percent of the AICA member dealers' transactions. 

I 
I" 
I 

IS-

pi 

is 
s?iiSi fey 

IRS Needs to Reinforce 
Its Compliance Efforts 

IRS Actions to Address 
Noncompliance 

IRS believes that the gas guzzler tax compliance rate by independent 
importers is unacceptable and has actions both underway and planned 
to address the noncompliance problem. To clarify the applicability of 
the gas guzzler tax to independent importers, ms issued a revenue ruling 
and procedure. iRS also obtained data on independent importers of fuel 
inefficient vehicles for use in identifying noncompliant taxi>ayers and 
provided training to personnel responsible for enforcing the tax. 

The extent to which ms' actions will improve compliance depends on the 
district offices' decisions on whether, and to what extent, to establish an 
enforcement presence. Each district office has the discretion to decide 
on the level of effort, if any, to devote to enforcement of the gas guzzler 
tax. Further, if district offices do imdertake enforcement initiatives, 
they may encounter difficulties in determining who is liable for the tax, 
when the tax liability is actually incurred, and what amount of tax is 
owed because information on emission conversion or modification is not 
always readily apparent. Accordingly, we believe that ms needs to sat
isfy itself that district office enforcement decisions are appropriate, that 
problem areas are being identified, and that solutions are devised and, 
along with information on effective enforcement approaches, are com-
mimicated on a Service-wide level. 

On February 18,1986, IRS issued Revenue Ruling 86-20 and Revenue 
Procedure 86-9 to clarify applicability of the gas guzzler tax to indepen
dent importers. The ruling affirmed that the tax applies to independent 

.01 
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importers of new and used vehicles and the procedure provided the 
guidelines for determining the tax amount. 

According to the ruling, the key to determining whether an independent 
importer is liable for the gas guzzler tax on an imported nonconforming 
vehicle and, at what amount, is dependent on the method used by the 
importer to bring the vehicle into conformance with emission standards. 
As discussed on pages 13 and 14, independent importers can use one of 
two available methods for meeting emission requirements, i.e., conver
sion or modifying and testing. 

If the importer uses the conversion method—installing emission controls 
so that the vehicle conforms in all material respects to a vehicle already 
certified for sale in the U.S.—the fuel economy rating is considered to be 
equal to the ERA ascribed rating for the factory authorized importer's 
prototype. Importers that use the modifying and testing option are liable 
for the maximum tax amount for the applicable model year unless they 
can provide documentation to the contrary which is acceptable to nes. 
According to Revenue Procedure 86-9, importers could have their vehi
cles tested at their own expense and provide ms with acceptable urban 
and highway mileage test data to establish a more favorable combined 
fuel economy rating and lower tax. 

In January 1987, ms issued Revenue Procedure 87-10 which expanded 
on the importers' ability to challenge ms' presumption of lowest fuel 
economy and maximum tax liability. As an alternative to the individual 
testing of vehicles, an importer may rebut the presumption of low fuel 
economy and maximum tax liability by using the EPA-recognized labora
tory test results of a vehicle of the same year, make, model, and engine 
that the importer has had modified in the same manner as the vehicle in 
question. Documentation supporting the fuel economy rating must be 
retained for a period of 3 years from the date the tax becomes due or the 
tax is paid, whichever is later. In addition, the ms District Directors can 
accept any other fuel economy rating, which to their satisfaction, is sup
ported by sufficient documentation. 

ms has also taken steps to identify potentially liable importers. In a 
December 27,1986, letter to DOT, ms requested data identifying import
ers of nonconforming vehicles. According to the letter, the information 
was needed "to encourage voluntary compliance (with the gas guzzler 
tax) and protect the revenues of the Government " DOT maintains a 
computerized data base on imported nonconforming vehicles as part of 
its program to ensure that such vehicles are brought into compliiuice 
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ms Should Do More to Address 
Noncompliance With the Gaj Guzzler 
Excise Tax 

with U.S. safety standards. The data base includes the importer's iden
tity (name, address, and importer number), vehicle identification data 
(year, make, model, and serial number), and Customs import data (entry 
number, port of entry, and date of entry) and is therefore useful in iden
tifying which vehicles may be gas guzzlers. The source for the informa
tion in the data base is the DOT Form HS-7 that is filed by the importer 
with Customs and forwarded to DOT. 

1st 

II 

m 
Sis' 

i 
if 
I. 
I: 

According to ms, it has received the DOT data identifying nonconforming 
imported cars entering the U.S. from 1982 through 1985. ms has sorted 
the data by IRS district and plans to send the listings of importers aiid 
the nonconforming vehicles they imported to the respective nts district 
offices for their use in identifying gas guzzler vehicles and in deciding 
whether to pursue compliance projects. Depending on the DOT data's use
fulness in identifying nonfilers, nts may arrange to obtain it on a recur
ring basis. 

To educate its excise tax specialists and managers on recent excise tax 
developments, ms provided a 1-week training course, in September 1986, 
for personnel involved in identifying and reducing excise tax noncompli
ance. Included as part of the training package was a section on the gas 
guzzler excise tax. The gas guzzler section presented an overview of the 
tax and discussed the revenue ruling and the initial procedure issued to 
clarify the applicability of the tax to independent importers. The train
ing materials also pointed out problems being encoimtered such as iden
tifying the vehicles which may subject the importer to the tax and 
identifying who the importer is. Certain examination techniques that 
could be used to enforce the tax were also included as part of the course. 
As discussed below ms districts will continue to face issues, such as 
determining who the importer is, when the tax is due, and what amount 
is owed. 

i 
mi 

mi I 
m 

IRS Should Monitor and 
Evaluate District Offices' 
Enforcement Decisions and 
Approaches 

^l^&^^^gS^^^^^igaSj^g 

Although ms' past and planned actions to improve compliance are note
worthy, noncompliance may not be reduced to any substantial degree. 
District offices independently decide whether and, if so, to what extent 
they will mount enforcement efforts. Thus, it is conceivable that district 
offices, when making resource allocation decisions, may opt not to initi
ate any gas guzzler tax compliance projects. And, those that do may find 
it difficult to devise cost-effective approaches because it is not always 
readily apparent who is liable for the tax, when the liability is actually 
incurred, and what amount is owed. In addition, ms acknowledges that 
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its limited contacts thus far with noncompliant independent importers 
have met with some resistance and claims of taxpayer harassment. 

We recognize that district offices need flexibility in making resource 
allocation decisions and that the potential revenues to be gained versus 
the costs to implement compliance efforts need to be considered when 
making such decisions. At the same time, however, we are concerned 
from an equity standpoint that a segment of the taxpayer population, 
known to be potentially delinquent, may receive no enforcement atten
tion, ms' National Office should be in a position to identify what actions 
ai-e or are not being taken to improve compliance and satisfy itself that 
the levels of district office enforcement efforts are appropriate. 

nts also needs a system for monitoring district offices that do initiate 
compliance projects and communicating, Service-wide, information on 
problem identification and resolution and effective enforcement 
approaches. District offices that initiate compliance projects are likely to 
encounter a number of enforcement problems. Some independent 
importers may claim that they are agents for their customers and their 
customers therefore are actually the importers who are liable for the 
tax. Further, information is not readily available as to when imported 
vehicles were sold, leased, or used for purposes of ms determining when 
the tax Uability is incurred by those who do not voluntarily comply. And 
finally, to adndnister the tax in a fair and consistent manner district 
offices may need to develop guidance for implementing the recent reve
nue procedure allowing importers to contest ms' presumption of lowest 
fuel economy and assessment of the maximum tax for certain noncon
forming vehicles. 

Through its revenue ruling, iRS has affirmed that independent importers 
are liable for the gas guzzler tax. The question of who is actually the 
importer is less clear and, according to ms, the facts of each case must be 
weighed and examined to determine who is the importer. Nevertheless, 
the past controversy and claims of taxpayer harassment may intensify 
if district offices vary significantly in their enforcement approaches. 

Determining when the tax liability is actually incurred poses difficulties 
of another kind. The DOT listings that will be distributed to district 
offices are useful only in establishing an importer's potential tax liabil
ity. An importer is not liable for the tax until a gas guzzler vehicle is 
sold, leased, or used—an event that usually occurs after a vehicle is 
imported. Customs data indicating that a vehicle has been released from 
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bond will generally establish that the taxable event is imminent, or per
haps has already occurred, but it too is not necessarily definitive. 
Accordingly, IRS will need to develop an approach such as contacting the 
importers or state vehicle registration agencies to determine when gas 
guzzler vehicles have been sold, leased, or used, thereby subjecting the 
importer to the tax. 

Through Revenue Procedure 87-10, issued in January 1987, ms provided 
independent importers with alternatives to rebut an ms presumption of 
lowest fuel economy and assessment of the maximum tax. At the same 
time, district directors were given wide latitude under the new proce
dure to decide what documentation importers can submit to support 
claims that they owe a lower tax amount. Thus, ne districts could con
ceivably reach different conclusions regarding the tax amounts to be 
assessed on vehicles of the same year, make, and model. Conversely, dis
trict offices could reach the same conclusions regarding the tax amount 
to be assessed on vehicles that are not comparable. Such cases could 
result in inconsistent treatment of independent importers and raise 
questions about ms' fairness in assessing the tax. 

Conclusions Millions of dollars of federal revenue are being lost through independent 
importers' noncompliance with the gas guzzler tax. Over 99 percent of 
the independent importers in our sample had not paid the gas guzzler 
tax. Our projection of the sample results showed that between $6.0 mil
lion and $6.4 million in tax revenue was not collected on the vehicles 
entering through the four districts. 

li ms has actions underway or planned to improve compliance with the gas 
Il guzzler tax. We believe, however, that ms should take additional action 
f to promote voluntary compliance and it should oversee and evaluate the 
I district offices' decisions on whether and how to enforce the tax. By 
II arranging for Customs to include information on the gas guzzler tax in 
pi the pamphlet it provides to independent importers, ms can increase tax-
I payer awareness and thereby promote voluntary compliance. By over̂  
II seeing and evaluating district office decisions, ms can (1) identity and 
If resolve problems district offices encounter in enforcing the tax, (2) com-
I municate on a Service-wide level solutions to these problems as weU as 

effective enforcement approaches, and (3) assure itself that the levels of 
district office enforcement efforts are appropriate. 
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auqiter2 
IBS Should Do More to Address 
Noncompliance With the Gas Guxder 
Excise Tax 

Hecommendations To promote voluntary compliance through increased taxpayer aware
ness, we recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue arrange 
for Customs to include information on the gas guzzler tax in the pam
phlet it provides to independent importers. 

To enhance the Service's efforts to improve compliance with the gas 
guzzler tax and assure itself that the levels of d-̂ trict office enforcement 
efforts are appropriate, we also recommend that the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue 

! & • 

1^; 

Agency Gomnients and 
Our EX âkiation 

monitor district office enforcement efforts and identity enforcement 
problems as well as effective enforcement approaches; and 
communicate. Service-wide, information on effective enforcement 
approaches and actions needed to solve identified problems. 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in commenting on a draft of this 
report (see app. Ill), agreed with our recommendation to include infor
mation on the gas guzzler tax in the pamphlet Customs provides to inde
pendent importers. He also agreed with the thrust of our 
recommendations concerning the monitoring of district office enforce
ment efforts and indicated that procedures for monitoring and commu
nicating information to districts are in place. 

m 
iff'-
fc.; 
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The Commissioner highlighted various monitoring and information dis
semination activities which can be useful in implementing our recom
mendations for improving compliance and assuring that district office 
enforcement efforts are appropriate. These activities include (1) moni
toring of district office enforcement efforts by the districts, regions, and 
National Office using information collected through the Automated Man
agement Information System; (2) monitoring by the National Office of 
locally initiated projects; (3) distributing information on areas of nation
wide or local noncompUance to all districts when it is obtained; and 
(4) obtaining information from other government agencies and distribut
ing it to districts to help them more effectively identify and reduce non
compliance. To the extent that these activities are focused on the issues 
we addressed and produce fair and consistent treatment of tajq̂ Mjyers, 
the Commissioner's comments are responsive to our recommendations. 

We requested, but did not receive, comments on a draft of our report 
from the Department of the Treasury and Customs. 
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Chapter 3 

Tax Policy Alternatives Congress May Wish 
to Consider 

II-

Gas guzzler excise tax revenue is being lost through noncompliance by 
independent importers. Our study estimated that over $6 million in reve
nue was lost on independently imported vehicles brought into the United 
States from November 1983 through November 1984. Because our study 
was limited to imports brought in through ports in four Customs dis
tricts, we were unable to project lost revenue nationwide. 
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The independent import market, which consists of thousands of individ
uals and companies importing the cars, presents a challenge for ms in 
devising a cost-effective approach for improving compliance. First, it is 
difficult to determine when the tax liability is established. As the tax 
law is presently structured, the importer does not incur the tax liability 
at the time the car is imported. Rather, the tax liability is est£d)lished 
upon the sale, lease, or use of the vehicle—an event that is not readily 
identifiable. 

The second inherent difficulty facing nts in enforcing the tax is that 
most of the independent import market is comprised of individuals who 
import one car and who may be liable for a tax as low as $200. Accord
ingly, significant resources could be involved in identifying and follow
ing up with importers who owe small tax amounts. 

ms can take action to improve compliance with the gas guzzler tax. 
Achieving a more acceptable compUance level, however, could require 
additional resources or a diversion of scarce ms resources from other 
Service activities. Given this, and in view of the potential significant 
revenues that can be generated firom the tax, we identified and aEsessed 
two tax policy alternatives Congress may wish to consider for ooUecting 
the tax more efficiently with a limited ms resource oommitment. lioth 
alternatives would likely impact on Customs budgetary andstilffilig 
resources but we did not evaluate how much that impact would^ vis-ar 
vis the impact on ms' resources. The alternatives should not bie opnsid* 
ered as all Inclusive, but are offered as a firamework for CongjheaB* 
consideration. 

Congress could amend Internal Revenue Code Section 4064, 
zter "Tax," to require importers to pay the tax to <>iu|^^ 
fiiel ineffidont vehicles are inq;K>rted Customs |dr^i|^^^ 
tact with importers aiul couM<x>llect the tax a b u ^ ^ 
duties and documents importers axe presently req i^^ 
this option is a departure fiitun Customs'present role, ill i^ 
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Chapter 3 
Tax Policy Alternatives Congress May Wish 
to Consider 

ir-
precedent. Customs currently collects and forwards to ms excise taxes 
on other merchandise such as the excise tax on distilled spirits. 
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Under this alternative, the point at which the tax becomes due would be 
changed. Presently the tax liability is incurred by independoit importers 
when the vehicles are used, leased, or sold. Importers would be required 
to pay the tax before the vehicles are brought into conformance with 
U.S. emission and safety standards and before they are available for 
sale, lease, or use. Importers would also be taxed sooner than domestic 
manufacturers who, during model year 1986, produced fuel inefficient 
vehicles subjecting them to the gas guzzler tax. Accordingly, importers 
are likely to raise the issue of fairness with regard to how they would be 
treated in relation to domestic manufacturers. 

Congress would also need to consider whether the amendment would 
apply to all importers of fuel inefficient vehicles or only to indei>endent 
importers. Our study indicated that most factory authorized importers 
were paying gas gu^er taxes. Thus, they would probably be opposed to 
paying the tax sooner than presently required. On the other hand, if the 
amendment only applied to independent importers, they would probably 
raise the fairness issue because they would be taxed differently, i.e., 
sooner, than factory authoriized importers. 

Customs is not in favor of this alternative. Customs officials said that 
the additional burden of determining which importers are liable foi* the 
tax and at what amounts could affect the agency's ability to caity out 
its other responsibilities. They further said they would be opposed even 
if IRS reimbursed the agency or Congress provided additional funding to 
carry out this requirement because of the increased workload. 

Finally, under this option Congress may need to provide for a refund 
procedure in the event that imported fuel inefficient vehicles are not 
brought into compliance with IJ.S. emission and safety standaiNlis and 
are required to be returned to Customs for export or destru(^on. l|ius, 
if the taxpayer were required to pay the tax but was ultirnately i i i^le 
to sell, lease, or use the vehicle, presumably a refund of the Uuc would be 
appropriate. 
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Chapters 
Tax Policy Alternatives Congress May Wish 
toConaider 

•V.j-. . 

Require That Customs 
Verify Proof of 
Pajnment of the Tax 
Before Releasing an 
Independent 
Importer's Bond 

Congress could amend the bonding requirement for independent import
ers to require proof of payment of the gas guzzler tax before the bond is 
released. Independent importers presently are required to post a bond to 
msare the nonconforming vehicles are brought into compliance with 
U.S. safety and emission standards. Customs generally releases the bond 
within a year after a vehicle is imported unless it is otherwise instructed 
by DOT or EPA. The bonding procedures could be changed to require that 
Customs not release the bond until the importer provided proof that the 
gas guzzler tax had been paid. 

%. 

As with the preceding alternative, this option would require the 
importer to pay the tax before it is presently due. Because the importer 
would need to pay the tax before Customs would release the bond, the 
effect would be a change in the timing of when tax liability is incurred. 
Thus, the issue of fairness may also arise imder this alternative. 

i 

Customs does not view this option favorably. Customs officials believe 
that adding an additional condition to the bond could prove unmanage
able. According to Customs officials, the bonding requirement has 
already created an additional workload for Customs and adding a third 
agency condition to the bond could make matters worse. Customs offi
cials were also concerned about the method of notification of tax pay
ment and whether ms' notification would be timely. 
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Appendix I 

Gas Guzzler Excise Tax Amounts Per Vehicle'" 
(In DoUars) 

i-

tesr 

li 
i 

Avoraos inilos-

at toast 
-
-

12.5 
13.0 

,13.5 

14.0 

14.5 
15.0 

15.5 
; i6 .0 

:̂ ft6.5 

17.0 

:17.5 
^vi8.0 

;|18.5 

mxi 
S19.5 

K^O 
*20.5 
g2l.5 

Der-aallon» 
but toss 

than 
12.5 
13.0 
13.5 
14.0 
14.5 

15.0 

15.5 
16.0 
16.5 
17.0 
17.5 
18.0 
18.5 
19.0 

19.5 
20.0 

20.5 

21.0 

21.5 
22.5 

1980 
$0 

550 
0 

300 
0 

200 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1981 
$0 

650 
0 

550 
0 

450 

0 
350 

0 
200 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

IModelYearofVehicto 
1982 

$1,200 

0 
950 

0 
750 

0 
600 

0 

450 

0 
350 

0 
200 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

1983 
$0 

1,550 
0 

1,250 

0 

1,000 
0 

800 

0 

650 

0 
500 

0 
350 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

1984 
$2,150 

0 
1.750 

0 
1.450 

0 
1,150 

0 

950 

0 
750 

0 
600 

0 
450 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

1985 
$0 

2.650 
0 

2.200 

0 

1.800 
0 

1.500 

0 

1.200 
0 

1.000 
0 

800 

0 
600 

0 
500 

0 
0 

1986 
$3,850 

0 
3.200 

0 
2.700 

0 
2,250 

0 
1,850 

0 
1.500 

0 
1.300 

0 
1,050 

0 
850 

0 
650 
500 

"Special tax amounts may apply to small manufacturers producing less than 10,000 automobiles per 
year, if approved by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

"Based on combined weighted average of highway (45%) and urban (55%) driving. 
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Appendix II 

Sampling Methodology for the Gas Guzzler 
Elxcise Tax Compliance Study 

P 
•ife 
is,-' 

m-

To measure compliance with the gas guzzler excise tax, we first obtained 
listings of independently imported vehicle entering through ports in 
four Customs districts (Houston-Galveston, Los Angeles, New York, and 
Tampa) during the period November 1983 through November 1984. The 
listings were obtained from the California Air Resources Board (ARB), 
which obtained nationwide import data from the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and reformatted it into a more usable form. 

The listings identified the independent importers and the year, make, 
and model of the vehicles they imported. We asked ABB to include vehi
cles we determined as fuel inefficient based on (1) EPA fuel economy rat
ings for tested prototypes and (2) other vehicles we determined as fuel 
inefficient based on independent import test data, foreign manufacturer 
fuel economy data, discussions with federal and industry offidsds, and 
media articles.' After receiving the listings finom ARB, we excluded some 
of the independently imported vehicles: based on EPA testing, three spe
cific makes and models were identified as gas guzzlers for 1985, but we 
could not detennine from the listings whether certain of the vehicles 
were manufactured during the 1984 or 1985 model year. 

After excluding certain vehicles from the listings, we grouped the 
imports by importer. To select our sample of importers from each port, 
we divided the universe into three strata: 

••I 

Stratum 1 • Importers bringing in 1 vehicle; 
Stratum 2 - Importers bringing in 2 to 10 vehicles; 
Stratum 3 - Importers bringing in 11 or more vehicles. 

m The universe was stratified to ensure adequate representation of the 
larger volume importers. 

After selecting the sample of importers and vehicles, we obtained list
ings from IRS' National Computer Center showing all gas guzzler taxpay<^ 
ers filing returns for the quarterly period aiding December l&SB 
through the quarterly period ending June 1986. We thai oompaiic^ these 
listings to our sample cases to detennine which taxpayers hi^l^ud the 
tax. For purposes of our study, we considered a tasipayer tpib^i<c^^ 
ant if a return was filed and any ammint of tax was iMiil^l^^ 
were not able to associate specific tax payments yiirith'Sp$§iii^Yia^ 

1 
-m 

-^•m 

' After detomining which vdiidea to Include in our univcne, IBS loaded Bev^^ 
on the niUng. additianal independently inqnned vcMcta not ftHdiiiBd ib thJB lUta^^^ .,̂  
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Appendizn 
HnwipMng Methodology for the Oaa GoBler 
Exdae Tax Compilance Study 

Therefore, our study did not identify taxpayers who may have 
underpaid or overpaid their taxes. 

w. 

mi-

to 

fe 

On the basis of our sample, we estimated the government lost $3.6 mil
lion in gas guzzler tax revenue from 723 noncompliant importers. We 
then projected the results to the 2,458 importers bringing in fuel ineffi
cient vehicles through the four Customs ports during the sample period. 
We could not statistically project our results to Customs districts not 
included in our study. We used ms Revenue Ruling 86-20 as the basis fOi 
determining taxpayer liability for imported vehicles that were not simi
lar makes and models to EPA-tested prototypes. On the basis of the reve
nue ruling, therefore, we calculated that importers of these vehicles 
were subject to the maximum tax for the applicable model years. For 
vehicles similar to EPA-tested prototypes, we assumed they achieved the 
same fuel efficiency as the prototypes (see discussion of sample limita
tions on page 16) although they may have been less fuel efficient, 
thereby subjecting the importers to a higher tax. 

The detailed results of our compliance study are presented in table U.l. 
4? 
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Table 11.1: Sample Data for GAO's Study 
of Compliance by Independent 
Importers* 

Appendix II 
Sampling Methodology for the Gas Guzzler 
Excise Tax Compliance Study 

Location/Strata'* 
Universe 

size 

Sampled importers 

Number 
sampled 

Number 
paying the 

tax 
Projected 

lost revenue 
Houston-Galveston 

S t i 
St 2 

St 3 

Subtotals 

434 

120 

31 
585 

113 
65 
31 

209 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$550,002 
621.692 

1.191,750 
2,363.444 

Tampa 
S t i 
St 2 
St 3 
Subtotals 

153 
37 

3 
193 

71 
37 

3 
111 

0 
0 
0 
0 

195.665 
184,650 
57,100 

437,615 

Los Angeles 
S t i 
St 2 
St 3 

Subtotals 

885 
175 
15 

1,075 

128 
80 
15 

223 

3 
1 

0 
4 

1,078,454 

580,563 
349,050 

2,008,067 

New York 
St1 
St 2 
St 3 

Subtotals 

Totals 

505 
85 
15 

605 

2.458 

116 
55 
15 

186 

729 

0 
1 
1 
2 

6 

664,463 
327,250 
417,950 

1,409,663 

6.218.788« 

"The confidence level for the sample was 95 percent and the standard enor rate for projecting lost 
revenue was 2.9 percent. 

"St 1 = Importers of 1 car. 
St 2 = Importers of 2 to 10 cars. 
St 3 •= Importers of 11 or more cars. 

"̂ Total does not add due to rcinding. 

m m 

Determining Taxpayer 
Liability 

Although not conclusive in determining taxpayer liability, we believe 
that registering a vehicle for use on the highway and/or satisfying DGfT 
safety and EPA emission requirements provides a reasonable indication 
of taxpayer liability. Therefore, on a sample basis, we attempteidbto 
determine whether the vehicles in our sample were registered iiijî the five 
states that were within the Customs districts covered in our compUance 
study. Where registration information could not be found, We aii^pted 

m 
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Appendix O 
Sampling Methodology for the Gas Guoler 
Excise Tax Compliance Study 

to determine whether DOT and EPA requirements had been met and the 
Customs bond had been released. 

The 723 apparently delinquent importers brought in 2,753 fuel ineffi
cient vehicles during the sample period through the Customs' ports 
included in our study. We randomly sampled 142 importers that 
imported 197 of the vehicles and asked the five state vehicle licensing 
agencies to determine and inform us as to whether the vehicles had been 
registered and, if so, the identity of the registered owners. Four of the 
states responded to our request. As shown in table II.2,93 of 182 vehi
cles, or 51.1 percent, were registered in the states that responded to our 
request. 

ff' 

Table 11.2: Results of GAO's Request for 
State Veliicle Registration Information 

State contacted' 
California 

Florida 
New York 

Texas 
Totals 

Veliicle 
registration 

checks 
requested 

77 
30 
26 
49 

182 

Vehlcles 
registered in 

state 
39 
10 
12 
32 

93(51.1< 

'New Jersey did not respond to our request for 15 registration checks. 

The fact that 89 of 182, or 48.9 percent, of the vehicles were not regis
tered in the four states does not necessarily mean that the importers 
were not liable for the tax. We believe it is reasonable to assume that the 
vehicles may have been registered in states other than the ones we 
contacted. 

fe 

For the 104 sampled vehicles where no registration information was 
obtained, we checked the Customs' importation records to determine if 
the vehicles had been brought into DOT and ERA compliance. As shown in 
table 11.3, Customs' records indicate that of the 92 vehicle entries where 
a determination could be made, 86 (93 percent) had been closed out by 
Customs, meaning that DOT and EPA requirements had been met. 

PageM GAO/GGIM7-86 Gas Guater Ezdse Tax 
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Appendix II 
Sampling Methodology for the Gas Guoler 
Excise Tax CompUance Study 

P 

Table 11.3: Sampled Entries Brought Into 
DOT and ERA Compliance 

Customs district 

Vehicles 
satisfied 

Vehicle DOT and Entries not 
entries ERA closed out 

checked standards by Customs' 
Unable to 

detennine 
Los Angeles 

Tampa 

New York 

Houston-Galveston 

Totals 

38 
20 
29 
17 

104 

36 
12 

25 
13 
86 

1 
1 
4 

0 
6 

1 
7 

0 
4 

12 
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Appendix III 

Comments From the Internal Revenue Service 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20224 

COMMISSION EP 

MAY 20 1987 

Mr. Viilliam J. Anderson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review your recent draft 
report on "Tax Administration: Gas Guzzler Tax Compliance Can 
Be Increased". 

We agree with the report recommendation to develop 
language on the gas guzzler tax for inclusion in the pamphlet 
that Customs provides to independent importers. The report 
contains a second group of recommendations concerning 
monitoring of district office enforcement efforts. We agree 
with the thrust of these recommendations and already have 
procedures in place that will accomplish the goals suggested by 
GAO. 

We have enclosed detailed comments on the report's 
recommendations. We have also provided GAO staff with 
technical coanients to clarify or correct the report as well as 
to provide additional information on IRS' enforcement 
activities. 

We hope these are useful in preparing your final report. 

With best regards. 

S i n c e r e l y , 

Enclosure 

/ 
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Appendix III 
Commenta From the Internal Revenue Service 
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INTERNAIi REVENUE SERVICE 
COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN GAO DRAFT REPORT 

"TAX ADMINISTRATION: GAS GUZZLER TAX 
COMPLIANCE CAN BE INCREASED" 

Recommendat ion 

To promote voluntary compliance through increased 
taxpayer awareness, we recommend that the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue arrange for Customs to include information on 
the gas guzzler tax in the pamphlet it provides to independent 
importers. 

Comment: We agree with this recommendation and will 
contact the U.S. Customs Service to coordinate appropriate 
lanauarre f a r u a s i n t h e i r oaff lDhlet . language for use in their pamphlet. 

Recommenda t ion 

To enhance the Service's efforts to improve compliance 
with the gas guzzler tax and assure itself that the levels of 
district office enforcement efforts are appropriate, we also 
recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 

monitor district office enforcement efforts and 
identify enforcement problems as well as effective 
enforcement approaches, and 

communicate. Service-wide, information on effective 
enforcement approaches and actions needed to solve 
identified problems. 

Comment: District enforcement efforts are currently 
monitored by the districts, the regions and by National Office 
using information collected through our Automated Managment 
Information System. Also, locally initiated projects are 
monitored by the National Office. 

Information concerning areas of nationwide or local 
noncompliance Is distributed to all districts when it is 
obtained. Recent efforts in the gasoline and diesel fuel areas 
are excellent examples. Information from other government 
agencies is also obtained and distributed to districts to help 
them more effectively identify and reduce noncompliance. 
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Requests foi* copies of GAO reports should be sent to: 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Post Office Box 6015 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

Telephone 202-275-6241 

The first five copies of each report are free. Additional copies are 
$2.00 each. 

There is a 25% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single address. 

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made out to 
the Superintendent of Documents. 
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